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An Ethernet controller (also known as a Network Interface or NIC) is another component that every THAT
module will need to contain for THATconformance. Although not required, it is likely that most THAT modules
will make use of identical or very similar NIC designs.
With this in mind, I began the design process for a NIC “submodule” for use with my Digital Thermostat
Module. The main purpose of the NIC is to use an Ethernet controller IC to implement all lowlevel network
functions in hardware. Additionally, the NIC contains the physical connection port and all the magnetics
(transformers and chokes) to complete the IEEE 802.3compliant network interface.
Since the Ethernet controller IC is the main component of the NIC, I selected it first. Unfortunately, there are
almost no Ethernet controllers made in throughhole IC packages. Designing around throughhole
components is important to me for many reasons; the most important being that surfacemount packages are
very difficult to solder or desolder without either expensive tools or a lot of experience.
One decent Ethernet controller that IS available in a throughhole package is the Microchip ENC28J60
Ethernet Controller [Datasheet]. The main benefits of the ENC28J60 are that it uses a standard 3wire serial
(SPI) interface for communication with a microcontroller, has only 28pins, supports autonegotiation and half
or full duplex, and is relatively lowpriced. A typical application schematic for the ENC28J60 is shown below.

Using the application examples from both Microchip’s ENC28J60 Datasheet as well as Guido Socher’s
documentation of his AVR microcontroller based Ethernet Device, I have completed the preliminary schematic
and parts list for my NIC submodule. My schematic and parts lists are included below.

Notes:
•

•
•

•
•

The modular jack I’ve selected (Digikey P/N A99644ND) contains the necessary additional
components for proper IEEE 802.3 support. These include two 1:1 centertapped transformers,
matched chokes, and bridge rectifiers needed to capture PoE power. The jack also includes two LEDs
which will be used to indicate network link and activity.
The AND Gate (IC1) is being used as a buffer to convert the ENC28J60’s 3.3 Volt outputs to 5 Volt
logic. If the microcontroller is operated at 3.3 Volts, this IC can be omitted.
The ENC28J60 uses a 25 MHz crystal to drive its internal oscillator. It can then output a clock signal
of various speeds using an internal divider / prescaler. I may feed this clock output into the
microcontroller’s XTAL1 pin to provide it with a clock in a future revision (depending on final voltage
and speed requirements)
50ohm, 1% tolerance resistors are (apparently) difficult to find. Substitutions of 49.9, 51, or similar
resistances worked during initial testing.
The choke L1 is illdefined. The ENC28J60 datasheet only suggests that the choke must be rated to
carry at least 80mA. Guido Socher from tuxgraphics.org reports that a handful of turns around a 5mm
ferrite bead works well.

